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With a newly industrialized economy, 
Taiwan currently accounts for about 285 
million tons of greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions, less than 1% of the global 
total.  Although Taiwan is not a Party to 
the UNFCCC, the government is taking 
proactive actions to reduce domestic 
emissions.
After nine years of deliberation in the 
legislature, the government passed 
the Greenhouse Gas Reduction and 
Management Act (hereinafter referred 
to as “the Act”) in June 2015, and it was 
enacted on July 1, 2015. The Act sets a 
long-term target to reduce Taiwan’s GHG 
emissions to 50% below 2005 levels by 
2050. The Act provides a comprehensive 
legal framework for both mitigation and 
adaptation measures in Taiwan, and 

it also provides the possibility to adjust 
the target depending on domestic 
and international developments. The 
government of Taiwan has also since 
adopted an interim voluntary target of 
reducing emissions 50% from business-
as-usual by 2030, which equates to 
about 20% below 2005 levels, and it will 
consider the use of international credits 
to meet the target.
The Act designates the Taiwan 
Environmental Protection Administration 
(TEPA) as the central competent 
authority and requires it to develop 
the National Climate Change Action 
Framework. This will be reviewed 
every five years, as will the five-year 
emissions reduction targets to be set 
under the Act. TEPA will also develop 

Background
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the GHG Reduction Action Plan, under 
which the central industry competent 
authorities will establish sectoral action 
programmes with economic incentives to 
reduce emissions. 
The Act also authorises TEPA to 
establish a cap-and-trade system in 
the future, but the timing of which will 
need to consider developments at 
the UNFCCC level and other related 
international agreements. When setting 
the emission caps, TEPA will need to 
take into consideration industry trade 
intensity and reduction costs, as well 
as emissions leakage and international 
competitiveness. Allowances can be 
allocated freely, through auction, or for 
a fixed price, with the percentage from 
fixed price to be adjusted according to 

the implementation of a tax on imported 
fossil fuels.
Before the Act was passed, TEPA 
had already designated GHGs as 
air pollutants in 2012 and introduced 
mandatory reporting for those emitting 
more than 25,000 tonnes per year. 
The mandatory reporting requirements 
continue under the Act, now covering 
262 companies and about 89% of direct 
emissions from the energy and industrial 
sectors.  In September 2010, TEPA had 
also set the rules for intensity-based early 
action (based on intensity standards 
for five major industrial sectors) 
and offset projects (based on Clean 
Development Mechanism and domestic 
methodologies), and these credits can be 
used to offset future emissions at a trading 

ratio to be determined by TEPA. So far, 
over 68 million early action credits have 
been issued by TEPA, and 10 domestic 
offset projects have been registered, with 
three applying for issuance of credits and 
one issuance of 60 tons.
The Act lays out the fundamental 
principles of the cap-and-trade system, 
but many rules and regulations are to be 
set by TEPA in consultation with relevant 
central industry competent authorities.
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Economy-wide goal to reduce GHG emissions to no more than 50% of 
2005 emissions by 2050

Long-Term Reduction Goal 

To be determined  by TEPACap

CO2, CH4, N2O, HFCs, PFCs, SF6, NF3

Potentially 262 (now under mandatory reporting, with total emissions of 
about 226 million tons)

Potentially power, petrochemical, iron/steel, cement, semiconductor, 
TFT-LCD, and others with direct emissions greater than 25,000 tons/year 
(now under mandatory reporting)

Five-year compliance periods from the start of the cap-and-trade system, 
consistent with the five-year regulatory goals pursuant to the Act.

Company level. Direct emissions from public utilities will not be covered, 
but downstream energy users will be covered for both direct and indirect 
emissions.

Greenhouse Gases Covered

Number of Obligated Entities 

Sectors Covered

Compliance Periods

Point of Regulation

>25,000 tons CO2e/year

Proceeds from the auctions and sales of allowances will be put into the 
GHG Management Fund, which is to be used only for GHG emissions 

reduction and climate change adaptation activities.

TEPA will allocate allowances freely, through auctions, or sales at a fixed 
price, with the percentage through sales to gradually increase to 100%, but 
maybe adjusted by the tax mechanism imposed on imported fossil fuels. 
Allowances allocated to public utilities shall exclude GHG emissions related 
to energy generation provided to emission sources for consumption as the 
indirect GHG emissions (i.e., allocation will be passed onto energy users).
TEPA may reserve partial allowances, and may allocate for designated 
entities with specific scales of new entrants or modified emission sources 
which adopt the designated Best Available Technology (BAT).

N/A

Trade intensities of various sectors and prevention of carbon leakage are 
to be considered during allocation as required by the Act.

Threshold

Use of Revenues

Allowances Allocation

Average Carbon Price

Carbon Leakage Provisions

Summary of Key Policy Features
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The use of reduction credits from domestic offset projects should be given 
priority. The ratio of offset will be set by TEPA when the cap-and-trade 
system is implemented.

Offsets

Entities may use allowances from external GHG trading systems to 
meet up to 10% of their compliance obligation. TEPA in consultation with 
competent industry authorities will make the regulations regarding external 
units, taking into consideration UNFCCC and its agreements and/or related 
international conventions, as well as factors such as domestic allowance 
supply and long-term economy-wide emissions target.

Linkages

Several related policies are already in place, including the Renewable 
Energy Development Act (renewable energy targets and feed-in-tariff 
system) and the Energy Management Law (energy efficiency and 
conservation); the Energy Tax Bill is still under consideration by the Ministry 
of Finance.

To be determined by TEPA along with other ETS regulations.

If a covered entity has not complied with its obligation within deadline, it will 
have to pay a penalty of three times the carbon market price per metric ton, 
within a maximum of NT$1,500 per metric ton. 
The carbon market price will be set by TEPA in consultation with central 
industry competent authorities, taking in to consideration domestic and 
international carbon trading prices.

The rules for account management and trading will be set by TEPA in 
consultation with central financial authority.

Covered entities shall report both scope 1 (fuel combustion) and scope 2 
(indirect) emissions for all seven types of GHGs, verified by a third party 
accredited by TEPA. On 31 August of a compliance year, covered entities 
are required to submit their GHG emissions data of the previous year.  
The deadline for surrendering allowances/reduction credits for compliance 
will be determined by TEPA, along with other ETS-related regulations.

Complementary Policies

Banking

Enforcement/Penalties

Market Regulation and Oversight

Monitoring and Reporting

The methods for auction and sales of allowances will be determined by 
TEPA in consultation with the central industry competent authorities. The 
use of auction floor price and the fixed price sales could potentially serve 
as the price control measures.

Price/Market Control Measures
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Carbon Price Evolution

Before the Taiwan ETS is implemented, 
only early action credits are available 
for trading, mainly for voluntary carbon 
neutrality and only through bilateral 
contracts, since an official trading 
platform has not been established. The 
prices of early action credits were not 
open to the public, but some transactions 
were very similar to the current CERs 

prices. The use of early action credits 
(over 68 million issued so far) is limited 
to 3 years from the date of issuance, 
and such restriction will likely to keep 
the prices low given the low demand for 
voluntary offsets.  More demand (over 30 
million tons) is expected from the use of 
early action credits to comply with project 
requirements under the Environmental 

Impact Assessment Act, once the official 
trading platform becomes operational. 
Currently there are ten offset projects 
registered, but only one issuance 
of 60 tons of offset credits so far.

Given the ambitious long-term target 
set by the Act, the main concern by the 
market participants is on the interim 
targets that would affect them in the 
short and medium term, as well as when 
and how the ETS would be implemented 
in accordance with those targets.  There 
is also concern from industries that the 
Taiwan ETS would be too small in size 
to function well by itself, and that the limit 

of 10% on international credits is too 
stringent. 
Given the potentially small size of the 
Taiwan ETS, futures and options trading 
could play an important role in making 
the market more robust. However, the 
Act stipulates that prior to the deadline for 
surrender for the compliance obligation, 
allowances allocated for the previous 
year cannot be traded before the entities’ 
emissions are verified to make sure that 

there are enough allowances to cover 
compliance.  This could significantly limit 
the potential for trading and further limit 
the potential size of the Taiwan ETS. This 
would also limit the trading strategies 
of the participants for their carbon risk 
management.

Commentary on Market Functioning
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What Distinguishes this Policy?

UNIQUE ASPECTS

The fundamental principles of the Taiwan ETS are set in the Act, with the follow-up rules to be developed by TEPA 
in consultation with the central industry competent authorities. 1.
In addition to free allocation and auctioning, allowances will be sold at the fixed price to be determined by TEPA, 
with such method gradually increasing to 100%.2.
Direct emissions from public utilities (power, oil/gas) will not be capped under the ETS, and the burden will likely 
fall more on energy users.  But this also would open the ETS to more participants given that most direct emissions 
are concentrated on a few entities in the energy and industrial sectors.3.
Prior to the deadline for surrender for compliance obligation, allowances allocated for the previous year cannot 
be traded before the entities’ emissions are verified to make sure that there are enough allowances to cover 
compliance (i.e., limiting forward trading).4.
Given that Taiwan is not a Party to the UNFCCC or the Paris Agreement, direct participation in the international 
carbon market could be limited, even though indirect ways of acquiring international credits would still be possible.5.
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CURRENT CHALLENGES:

Although the Act has been passed over a year ago, the process of determining the start of ETS and its cap is still 
ongoing.  Current efforts are focused on setting the interim 5-yearly economy-wide targets as required by the Act.1.
The determination of the current administration to phase out nuclear power by 2025 will make reaching the 
economy-wide target even more challenging. However, this would also put more pressure on developing more 
renewable energy and using market instrument such as the ETS to achieve the ambitious goals.2.
Given that the rules of international emissions trading under the Paris Agreement are still to be negotiated, Taiwan 
needs to develop its cap-and-trade system in line with international and regional developments, in order to ensure 
that its system would be compatible, either directly or indirectly.3.
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If you have any comments or suggestions for this case study, please do not hesitate to contact lead authors:

Disclaimer: The authors encourage readers to please contact the ITRI, EDF and IETA Contacts with any corrections, additions, 
revisions, or any other comments, including any relevant citations. This will be invaluable in strengthening and updating the case 
studies and ensuring they are as correct and informative as possible.






